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Truth and Moral Discourse

I. Truth and Moral Discourse.
I. A. Aims and Structure of the Dissertation

In this dissertation, I will examine the relationship

between meta-ethics, moral theory, and the semantics of

moral discourse.  In particular, I will consider what

bearing the question of whether moral utterances are

straightforwardly true or false has on meta-ethical

positions and moral theories.  I will argue that the

conflation of semantic, metaphysical, psychological, and

moral questions has led to a great deal of unnecessary

confusion regarding how to settle questions of how one

ought to act.  In order to resolve this confusion, I will

present an account of the semantics of moral discourse

based on our commonsense view of the practice of moral

argument, a deflationary theory of truth, and a use theory

of meaning.  In light of this semantic account, I will

address how semantic issues do and do not bear on certain

central meta-ethical and moral problems.

I. A. i. Chapter 1: Minimalist and Deflationary Theories of

Truth

This chapter presents an account and brief defense of

deflationism regarding truth and, in particular, a defense

of the minimalist theory of truth.  A number of the recent
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debates regarding the relationship between deflationary

truth and moral theories such as expressivism have been

directed toward the minimalist theory.  The concerns raised

regarding the compatibility of minimalism and expressivism

can also be raised for other, competing deflationary

theories of truth.  I will describe these other

deflationary theories (such as disquotationalism and

prosententialism), with the intention of showing how the

account of moral discourse presented here could generalize

to resolve similar issues for theories of truth that are

similar to minimalism in many important respects.

I. A. ii. Chapter 2: On Considering Moral Utterances True

or False

I argue that ordinary practice of moral discussion and

argument give us reason to regard moral utterances as

straightforwardly true or false.  I will contrast this

position with other positions on the truth or falsehood of

moral utterances, and argue that the competing positions

cannot make sense of our ordinary practice of arguing what

one ought to do.

I. A. iii. Chapter 3: A Use-Theoretical Semantics for Moral

Terms

The third chapter of the dissertation will present an

account of the semantics of moral terms in terms of the use
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of such terms.  Such an account of meaning, spelled out in

terms of use rather than truth-conditions, is required on a

minimalist theory of truth.  I will argue that the use

theory of meaning has significant advantages over its

competitors in accounting for the meaning of moral terms.

I. A. iv. Chapter 4: Minimalist Schemas: Truth, Properties,

and Facts

In this chapter, I will develop further a point made

by Paul Horwich in his paper “Gibbard’s Theory of Norms.”

In “Gibbard’s Theory,” Horwich claims that minimalism

regarding truth can be extended, through schemas related to

the minimalist truth schema, to provide an account not only

of truth, but also of facts and properties.  In light of

these schemas and the arguments presented in Chapter II,

there is a clear sense in which moral utterances are

factual utterances, and moral terms refer to moral

properties.  In order to account for metaphysical disputes,

I will explain how this account allows for a distinction

between robust and nonrobust properties.

I. A. v. Chapter V: Morality, Metaphysics, Semantics, and

Psychology.

The following three questions are among the main

concerns of philosophers interested in moral realism, moral

discourse, and moral psychology:
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1. Are there real moral properties, such as goodness
and justice?

2. Is it possible for sentences in moral discourse,
such as “Killing is wrong” and “Great inequalities
in the distribution of wealth are unjust,” to be
true or false?

3. Are moral utterances such as “Killing is wrong”
expressions of moral beliefs, or expressions merely
of some other, non-doxastic mental states?

Prima facie, the first question is a metaphysical question,

regarding the existence of a certain range of properties.

The second question is a semantic question, concerned with

the truth or falsehood of certain sentences.  The third

question is a psychological question, concerned with the

role of moral thoughts in a fully developed belief-desire

psychology.  One of the aims of this dissertation is to

defend these prima facie views of these three questions

against the common philosophical view that questions 1, 2,

and 3 (or some combination thereof) collapse into each

other.  The failure to keep questions 1, 2, and 3 separate

has led to significant confusion regarding the relationship

between moral realism, moral psychology, and the meaning

and truth of moral utterances.

I. A. vi. Chapter 6: The Purported Incompatibility of

Expressivism and Deflationism

In the sixth chapter, I will raise a problem that has

been discussed extensively in recent literature on moral

discourse and moral theory.  The difficulty is that it does
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not seem possible to formulate certain moral views,

including views usually termed “emotivist” or

“expressivist,” if one accepts a deflationary theory of

truth.  In this chapter, I will consider and criticize a

number of recent attempts to solve this problem.  This will

be a fairly extensive chapter, containing several

subchapters answering these arguments separately.

I. A. vii. Chapter 7: Constructivist Ethics and

Deflationary Truth

In the final chapter, I will discuss a related

difficulty that has received far less discussion in the

recent philosophical literature.  Constructivist moral

theories, such as the view John Rawls details in his

“Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory,” raise concerns

similar to those raised by expressivism.  Rawls claims that

constructivists should not regard moral principles as

either true or false, but rather merely reasonable or

unreasonable.  I will consider Rawls’s arguments for this

position on truth, argue that such a position on truth is

inessential to constructivism, hence there is no

incompatibility between constructivism and a minimalist

account of truth.

I. B. The Minimalist Theory of Truth
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I will consider disputes over the relationship between

moral theories such as expressivism and constructivism and

a theory of the nature of truth, minimalism (as formulated

in Horwich 1998b).  Minimalism is the view that the meaning

of the term ‘true’ in English (and the meanings of similar

terms in other languages) is best analyzed in terms of a

fact regarding the use of the term by speakers of the

English language.  The meaning of ‘true’ is explained

fundamentally by the acceptance of a trivial schema t.  In

the schema, “<p>” is short for “the proposition that p”:

T:  <p> is true iff p.

Speakers of English are inclined to accept, for any given

proposition, <p>, that the proposition that p is true iff

p.  The fact that speakers accept such a schema explains

the purpose of the notion of truth, which is to allow one

to form generalizations about propositions such as

“Everything the president said in his speech was true” and

“All instances of ‘if p, then p’ are true.”  This use of

truth, playing this generalizing role, is the sole purpose

of the notion of truth.  No further facts, beyond

acceptance of the schema, are required in order to specify

the meaning of terms such as ‘true.’

I will argue that there is no incompatibility between

the minimalist account of truth and any moral realist or
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moral anti-realist position.  If realism and anti-realism

are characterized correctly, it is clear that minimalism

does not imply moral realism or moral anti-realism.

Minimalism also does not preclude one from formulating a

moral realist or anti-realist position.  Rather, minimalism

provides a neutral framework within which disputes are

possible among proponents of various moral theories and

meta-ethical views.

The supposed difficulty minimalists face in

formulating various moral realist and anti-realist

positions is an instance of a more general problem.  The

supposed incompatibility is (as I will discuss below) a

problem for deflationary theories of truth generally,

minimalism being an instance of deflationism.  These

deflationist theories have in common the view that truth is

not an explanatory property with an underlying nature.  I

will focus on minimalism in this dissertation and argue for

its advantages over its fellow deflationary views, although

many of the arguments will carry over to other deflationary

positions.  Also, the problem of formulating moral realism

and anti-realism is an instance of the more general

question of normative realism and anti-realism.  I will

focus on the moral case primarily due to its historical

importance and its centrality in this debate.  It will be
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clear, once the issue of moral realism and truth is

clarified, how to square questions of the reality or

irreality of other realms of normativity with minimalism

regarding truth.

I. C. i. General Considerations in Favor of the Prima Facie

View of the Three Questions.

Disputes between moral realists, such as Platonists

and naturalists, and moral anti-realists, such as certain

emotivists, expressivists, and constructivists are

generally1 instances of realist/anti-realist dispute.  If

this is the case, the core issue for consideration (c.f.

Devitt 2002) is a metaphysical issue: are there really

moral properties?  Any particular characterization of a

realist/anti-realist dispute in terms of an issue other

than this metaphysical issue must ultimately must be

motivated by the metaphysical view—a view that is prior in

order of explanation.

For example, if a philosopher were to hold that moral

anti-realism is to be defined as a semantic theory,

according to which moral utterances are neither true nor

false, one must ask why such a philosopher holds this view

                                                  
1 The reason why I claim that this is “generally” the case is
that certain expressivists reject moral anti-realism.  For
example, Gibbard 2003b presents an expressivist view that
is both expressivist, yet a form of (anti-reductionist)
moral realism.
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of moral discourse.  The fundamental motivation for such a

view of the truth and falsehood of moral utterances is a

metaphysical concern.  Philosophers who doubt moral

utterances can be true hold this view due to the concern

that real moral properties would be quite strange entities,

unlike normal empirical properties such as shape, size, or

the property of being a dog.  Unlike such properties, moral

properties play a vital role in the motivation of action.

When a person is aware of the goodness of a particular

course of action, the person is motivated to act in a

certain way due to the recognition of this goodness.  Also,

the methods one uses to discover moral properties are quite

unlike the methods used to discover normal empirical

properties.  It is at least difficult to see how one could

provide a naturalistic account of a moral property such as

goodness or justice, using the same methods one would use

to account for properties such as being an electron or

being a dog.

Philosophers who are doubtful of the existence of such

properties are drawn to the view that there could not be

such properties, or that if there were such properties,

they could not exist without being dependent upon states of

the mind.  Motivation is a matter of having certain

desires, and one need not claim that such odd, mind-
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independent properties exist in order to account for these

desires.  The characterization of moral statements as

neither true nor false is a consequence, on certain

theories of truth, of the view that there cannot be mind-

independent moral properties.  For instance, a

correspondence theorist, holding that sentences are made

true or false by the correspondence of sentences to facts,

would hold, if the anti-realist account of moral properties

is correct, that moral sentences are neither true nor

false.  This conclusion would be a consequence not of the

correspondence theorist’s semantic view alone, but of the

conjunction of the metaphysical view on moral properties

and the semantic view on truth.  Ultimately, the core issue

in the moral realist/anti-realist debate is the issue of

the existence of moral properties.

In Michael Devitt’s (1997, 2002) terms, issues of

realism are contested in two dimensions: an existence

dimension and an independence dimension.  The realist holds

that there are moral properties (existence dimension) and

that the existence of such properties is independent of

human minds (independence dimension).  The question of

moral realism is properly debated over the issues of

existence, and independence, and not primarily over the

issue of the truth of moral utterances.
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The view that realist/anti-realist issues are matters

ultimately about truth is still quite common, and is

probably among the reasons why the metaphysical and

semantic issues regarding moral realism and moral anti-

realism are often conflated.  I will argue that the view of

Devitt (1997) and Horwich (1996, 1997) that realist/anti-

realist views can and should be cast independently of

particular theories of truth is correct, and try to develop

further how this should be done in the particular case of

moral realist/anti-realist disputes.

I.C.ii. Dummett’s Position on Realism and Truth

One of the major reasons why philosophers hold that

realism/anti-realism issues should be considered in terms

of questions regarding truth and falsehood is the influence

of Michael Dummett.  According to Dummett, issues regarding

semantics and truth have (pace the views of Devitt,

Horwich, and others) explanatory priority over metaphysical

issues, which cannot be answered in nonsemantic terms.  An

anti-realist regarding a particular area of discourse,

according to Dummett, is one who holds that such an area of

discourse has only verificationist truth conditions,

whereas a realist holds that this domain has standard,

nonverificationist truth conditions.  Thus, for example,

one mark of whether realism is true in ethics is whether or
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not the law of excluded middle holds or fails to hold

regarding ethical statements.  If anti-realism were true,

moral utterances would have verificationist truth

conditions, and hence the law of excluded middle fails to

hold.  Appealing to an argument of Fine’s (2001), I will

argue that this criterion of Dummett’s fails to distinguish

realists from anti-realists.  Even if, for example, a

philosopher grants that the law of excluded middle holds

for moral utterances, it is far from clear that such a

claim would by itself commit this philosopher to moral

realism.

I.D. Historical Considerations in Favor of the Prima Facie

View of the Three Questions.

I.D.1. David Hume on Moral Reasons and Correspondence

Truth.

The moral theory that I will consider in this

dissertation, expressivism, was, as proponents of the

theory acknowledge, was first formulated in David Hume’s

great work A Treatise of Human Nature.  In the Treatise,

Hume states quite clearly the view that sentences in moral

discourse are neither true nor false.  However, unlike more

recent philosophers, Hume makes it quite clear that this

position on moral discourse is a consequence of two

distinct theories: a metaphysical position on the nature of
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moral judgments, and a particular semantic theory of truth,

namely a clear and simple version of the correspondence

theory.

Hume’s argument for the claim that moral sentences

cannot either be true or false may be summarized as

follows:

P1: (Semantic premise) Truth or falsehood consists in

agreement or disagreement of sentences with mind-

independent facts.

P2: (Metaphysical premise) There are no mind-independent

moral facts, but rather only passions and volitions in the

mind.

C: Moral sentences are neither true nor false.

On this reading of Hume’s argument, it is quite clear that

contemporary philosophers who conflate the metaphysical and

semantic matters regarding expressivism are at odds with

the views of the founder of expressivism.

I.D.2. Deflationist Anti-Realist Philosophers.

As Blackburn (manuscript) correctly points out, the

view that questions about moral realism or anti-realism and

questions about moral truth and moral semantics do not bear

significantly upon each other is implicit in the works of

philosophers such as Frank Ramsey (1990), A.J. Ayer (1936),

and Ludwig Wittgenstein.  In their works, these
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philosophers all endorse of a form of deflationism

regarding truth as well as anti-realism regarding matters

such as morality (Ayer), probability (Ramsey), and

mathematics (Wittgenstein). These philosophers would, as

Paul Boghossian puts it in, have failed to recognize “the

tension between [deflationism regarding truth] and a non-

factualist theory about a given region of assertoric

discourse” (Boghossian 1990, 163).

It would be quite surprising, if deflationary views of

truth and anti-realist positions were indeed incompatible,

to find that such philosophers were making such an obvious

mistake.

II. Use Theories of Meaning and Moral Discourse.

A consequence of the minimalist account of truth is

that, due to the fact that truth is explained in terms of

meaning (i.e. the meaning of the truth term), one cannot

accept an account of meaning presented in terms of truth.

Thus minimalists are required to reject the wide-spread

Davidsonian view that meaning can be accounted for in terms

of truth conditions.  In his book Meaning, Horwich presents

an alternative to truth conditional accounts compatible

with minimalism regarding truth, a use theory of meaning.

In this dissertation, I will discuss the importance of the
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use theory of meaning for understanding the meaning of

terms in moral discourse.

One important consequence of accepting a use theory of

meaning for moral discourse is that it leads to a rejection

of the formulation of a contrast between non-moral, truth-

conditional discourse and moral, non-truth-conditional

discourse (as in Blackburn 1984).  I will explain, in terms

of a use theory of the meaning of moral terms, why such a

contrast is mistaken.

III. The Purported Incompatibility of Minimalism and

Expressivism.

III. A. Deflationism, Minimalism, and Expressivism.

Philosophers have argued that such a conception of

truth is incompatible with a moral theory such as

expressivism, a moral theory whose proponents traditionally

have held that moral statements are neither true nor false.

This purported incompatibility between minimalism and

expressivism is a problem that occurs not only for the

minimalist regarding truth, but also for other

deflationists regarding truth such as redundancy theorists

(Frege 1918-19, Ramsey 1990), prosententialists (Grover,

Camp, Belnap 1975), and disquotationalists (Quine 1970 and

Field 2001).  All of these various deflationist accounts of

truth, while differing in the details of their analysis of
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the notion of truth, have in common the view that truth is

not a substantive property that plays a significant causal-

explanatory role.

III. B. The Argument for the Incompatibility of

Deflationism and Expressivism.

The apparent difficulty results from the fact that

there is no significant difference, on these deflationary

theories, between making the assertion that p and making

the assertion it is true that p.  In discussions of moral

matters, it is quite clear that utterances that have the

appearance of genuine assertions are made, and such

assertions would seem to express genuine, true or false

beliefs regarding moral issues.  A person may sincerely

assert “Great inequalities in the distribution of wealth

are unjust,” and such an assertion would seem to express

the belief that great inequalities in the distribution of

wealth are unjust.  However, given that the object of this

belief is the proposition that great inequalities in the

distribution of wealth are unjust, the minimalist would

have to accept that such a proposition is capable of being

straightforwardly true or false, pace the traditional

expressivist view.  The following would be a legitimate

instance of the schema:
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I:  <Great inequalities in the distribution of wealth are

unjust> is true iff Great inequalities in the distribution

of wealth are unjust.

Thus, according to a minimalist account of truth, given

that moral utterances genuinely express propositions, such

utterances must be either true or false.  Such an admission

is tantamount to the rejection of traditional expressivism.

I will argue that the position that deflationism and

expressivism are incompatible is based on a particular

account of the semantics of expressivism, one that is not

required for a formulation of such a view.

III. C. Horwich’s Resolution of the Incompatibility

Argument.

In his review of Allan Gibbard’s expressivist account

of the norms of rationality, Wise Choices, Apt Feelings,

Paul Horwich suggests that one could appeal to deflationary

notions of truth, fact, and property in order to explain

judgments of matters as rational or irrational as factual,

true, and genuinely related to properties of rationality or

irrationality.  On Horwich’s account, as noted above,

whenever a proposition p can be asserted, by the minimalist

truth schema, one can also assert that p is true.  Given

that people do in fact judge others as rational, i.e. they

make claims such as “A person who believes both p and not p
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is irrational,” one can make sense of the claim that such

claims are straightforwardly true or false.  If a person

who believes both p and not p is irrational, then it is

true that a person who believes both p and not p is

irrational.  Extending this claim to the issue of moral

realism and moral anti-realism, as Horwich does in Horwich

1994, we can see how the expressivist can appeal to a

minimalist notion of truth and falsehood for moral

sentences.

On Horwich’s account, there is a minimalist schema for

properties analogous to the minimalist truth schema.

According to this schema:

P: For any object x, x has the property of being F if and

only if x is F (Horwich 1993 74).

Along these lines, given that the expressivist account

proposed by Gibbard has the consequence that certain kinds

of belief, action, or emotion can properly be judged

rational or irrational—i.e. that believing p and not p is

irrational—then we could conclude that such beliefs,

actions, and emotions have the property of being rational

or being irrational.  I will appeal to and detail an

account of the distinction between robust and non-robust

properties in order to relate this account of properties to

expressivism in its traditional anti-realist formulations,
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or to expressivism in the recent realist, anti-reductionist

formulation in Gibbard 2003b.

III. D. The Distinction Between Minimalism Regarding Truth

and Minimalism Regarding Truth Aptness.

Michael Smith (1994a and 1994b) and Frank Jackson,

Graham Oppy, and Michael Smith (1994) have argued that

deflationism and expressivism are compatible by appealing

to a distinction between sentences that are true, and

sentences that are truth-apt.  A sentence that fails to be

truth apt is one that is “not in the business of being true

or false,” i.e. such a sentence does not express a

proposition (Jackson, Oppy, and Smith 1994 287).  Moral

utterances are similar to sentences such as “Close the

door!” or “Hello” that fail to express a proposition, and

thus are not candidates for truth values.  On their

account, an expressivist must hold that moral statements

such as “Great inequalities in the distribution of wealth

are unjust” serve only to express desires.  If this is the

case, sincere utterance of this statement would serve only

to express the desire for great inequalities in the

distribution of wealth to be redressed, without also

expressing a moral belief, such as the belief that great

inequalities in the distribution of wealth are unjust.

Given that moral utterances serve only to express desires,
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they fail, according to Jackson, Oppy, and Smith, to

express a truth-apt proposition.  Saying “Great

inequalities in the distribution of wealth are unjust” is

equivalent to saying “Redress inequalities in the

distribution of wealth!” which is a sentence that is no

more capable of being true or false than “Close the door!”

There are three major difficulties with the Jackson,

Oppy, and Smith resolution of the incompatibility between

expressivism and deflationism.  The first is that by making

the distinction between truth-aptitude and truth for

utterances that seem prima facie to be expressions of

beliefs is inconsistent with the goals of deflationist

accounts.  Deflationists are attempting to characterize the

use of the predicate ‘true’ by ordinary speakers of a

language, not a more complicated, philosophically loaded

notion of truth that disagrees with common practice.

Unlike a sentence such as “Close the door!” a sentence

ordinary speakers would regard as neither true nor false,

the commonsense view of moral statements such as “Killing

is wrong” is that such sentences are either true or false,

and hence truth-apt.

The second difficulty is that such a position involves

a conflation between the metaphysical view that is

essential to expressivism, and a view of moral psychology
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that has been traditionally held by proponents of

expressivism, noncognitivism.  There is no need for

expressivists to be noncognitivists.  There is no

inconsistency between the position that morality is

ultimately explained in terms of our desires, not in terms

of mind-independent moral properties; and the position that

there are moral beliefs that play a crucial role in our

decision-making processes.  Smith holds that the

cognitivist expressivist position would not be truly

expressivist: “Expressivists] insist that utterances of ‘x

is rational’ are not, strictly speaking expressions of

beliefs” (Smith 1994b 7).  There is, however, no essential

tie between the metaphysical views of expressivists and the

psychological views of cognitivists.  Such an argument is

merely an insistence that noncognitivism is part of the

definition of expressivism, and such a reliance on the

definition of an item of philosophical jargon does not

provide a sufficient basis for this position.

The third difficulty with the Jackson, Oppy, and Smith

account is that such an account leaves only the possibility

of a rather crude form of expressivism that fails to accord

well with our ordinary practice of moral argument.  For

example, moral sentences are usually assumed to be capable

of serving as premises in valid arguments.  If moral
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sentences are not truth-apt, one would have to reject the

claim that the following argument is valid:

P1: If murdering innocent people is always wrong, then

murdering a small group of innocent people to save the

lives of a larger number of innocent people is wrong.

P2: Murdering innocent people is always wrong.

C: Murdering a small group of innocent people to save the

lives of a larger number of innocent people is wrong.

For, if P2 and the antecedent and consequent of the

conditional in P1 are not truth apt, one could not appeal

to the truth of these claims and the form of the argument

to explain why the truth of these premises would lead,

necessarily, to the truth of the conclusion.

III. E. Field’s Resolution of the Incompatibility Argument.

In his paper “Disquotational Truth and Factually

Defective Discourse,” Hartry Field attempts to answer the

incompatibility argument by presenting an account of

normative discourse that is in accord with the traditional

expressivist view that normative utterances are neither

true nor false.  Field presents such a view in terms of a

modified version of Gibbard’s (1990) adaptation of possible

world semantics.

On Field’s view, moral utterances are not

straightforwardly true or false, but only true in a certain
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world w relative to a set of norms N.  Thus we would say

that “Great inequalities in the distribution of wealth are

unjust” may be true or false, but only relative to the

acceptance of a certain norm regarding just distribution of

wealth.  This relativity of truth of moral utterances to

norms would be made explicit in the formulation of

instances of the deflationary schema containing such

utterances.  In Field’s example:

(For any norm N) ‘We should intervene in Bosnia’ is true

relative to N iff we should intervene in Bosnia relative to

N (Field 1994 439).

The question as to whether moral utterances are true or

false can be cast as the question of whether there is the

need to relativize the truth of moral utterances to certain

norms.  Field’s moral “factualist,” who holds that there

are straightforwardly true moral utterances, denies that

such a relativization is required.

There are several difficulties for Field’s account of

moral truth.  First, the distinction between

straightforward moral truth and relativized moral truth

does not correspond to the traditional distinction Field is

attempting to capture, the distinction between utterances

that can be true or false and those that cannot.  Second,

the view that moral truth is a matter relativized to the
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acceptance of a certain norm does not seem to account for

serious moral commitments.  Third, Field does not provide

sufficient motivation for his view that moral utterances

function in a way analogous to indexical utterances.  In

the case of indexicals, speakers recognize that utterances

of sentences containing terms such as ‘today’ or

‘yesterday’ are true or false relative to a certain

occasion.  Recognition of this purported relativity of

moral truths to norms is, as Field himself grants, not part

of the ordinary speaker’s use of moral terms.

III. F. Quasi-Realism and the Incompatibility Argument.

Smith (1994b) suggests in his criticism of Horwich

that the minimalist ought not to claim that there are

genuine moral beliefs, but rather should follow Simon

Blackburn (1984) in proposing a quasi-realist account of

morality.  Blackburn has endorsed this suggestion:

…reformulated [in quasi-realist fashion] expressivism
can benefit from minimalism.  For it can now say
without blushing that moral remarks…are true, really
true, in just the same sense as anything else
(Blackburn manuscript 8).

Thus, according to Blackburn, the quasi-realist account of

the semantics of moral discourse would avoid the

incompatibility argument, by providing an account of moral

truth and falsehood compatible with both minimalism and

expressivism.
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In response to Smith, I will argue that the benefits

of the quasi-realist position are essentially the same as

those provided by Horwich’s position.  Horwich and the

quasi-realist have in common the view that moral utterances

can be considered true or false, and hence there is no

incompatibility between minimalism and expressivism.  The

main difference between the quasi-realist and Horwich is

that the quasi-realist holds that there are no genuine

moral beliefs.  This difference in position on moral

psychology is, according to the arguments presented above,

not a difference that matters to the important semantic and

metaphysical issues involved in resolving the purported

incompatibility between deflationism and expressivism.  I

will argue that Blackburn in fact holds a position on the

semantics of expressivism that is in large part in

agreement with Horwich’s position, and I will appeal to

Blackburn’s account of moral language to suggest how a

minimalist should resolve the Frege-Geach problem.

IV. Constructivist Ethics and Deflationary Truth

In addition to arguing that minimalism does not

preclude one from formulating expressivist moral theories,

I will also consider the impact of the minimalist position

on truth upon the formulation of other moral theories,

particularly Kantian and Rawlsian constructivist or
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contractualist theory.  The constructivist holds that moral

principles do not correspond to a mind-independent realm of

moral facts (thus denying the independence dimension of

realist views). Morality is, according to the

constructivist, the product of a specific hypothetical

procedure.  In the case of Kant’s moral theory, the

procedure is that categorical imperative test; In Rawls’

moral theory, the procedure is reflective equilibrium as

described in A Theory of Justice.

I will consider the motivation for John Rawls’ claim

in “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory” that moral or

political principles such as the two main principles of his

theory of justice should merely be considered reasonable,

rather than be considered true or false.  Such a claim

would seem to lead to a similar worry to the worry raised

regarding the compatibility of minimalism and expressivism.

If a Kantian or Rawlsian should claim on the basis of

constructivist moral theory that moral principles such as

“One should arrange a society in such a way that any

inequalities are structured to help the least well-off

group in society” are merely reasonable, and neither true

or false, would that imply that deflationism and

constructivism are incompatible?  I will argue that there

is no essential tie between the central theses of
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constructivism and Rawls’s position on the truth of moral

principles, and will develop a suggestion of Thomas Nagel’s

(in lectures) that a deflationary account of truth provides

the means for a constructivist to develop an account of

objectively true moral principles.
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